Construction underway

Mini-park to feature landmarks

By ARTHUR PATIN

The construction in the front of Bibb Graves Hall, which consists of mounting cement pedestal and erecting two additional historical landmarks, is scheduled to be completed before Tuesday, February 22, 1983, at which time there will be a ceremony held to commemorate JSU's 100th birthday.

"The bell-which was cast in 1868-is thought to have been placed in front of Hamers Hall during the years of the State Normal School," said Dr. John Stewart, head of the Centennial Committee. The rest of the bell's history is unknown. However, it was found again behind Jacksonville's City Hall in 1976 and turned over to JSU officials.

The first of the two landmarks to be erected will list Jacksonville State University's history from its early years when it was a Male Academy in 1836 to the present. The other landmark will list all nine of JSU's Presidents from James G. Ryals Jr. in 1836 to current president, Dr. Theron E. Montgomery.

There will also be brick walkways constructed that will allow students easy access to the new benches on which they can study or just relax and enjoy the outdoors.

According to Stewart, the preservation of the dogwood trees and hedges surrounding the mini-park will further enhance the approach to Bibb Graves.

"The cost of the project," says Ben Kirkland, JSU's Comptroller, "is somewhere in the neighborhood of $20,000."

Drawing of construction

"When completed, it will offer students an excellent background for graduation portraits," said Jack Hopper, Administrative Assistant to the President and Director of Public Relations.

Student concern up

Dixon fire calls for alarm system

By SUSIE IRWIN and MIKE LIVINGSTON

On Wednesday, Jan. 12, campus police were alerted to a trash can fire in Dixon Hall at approximately 11:30 p.m. Upon arrival, the campus police discovered the fire had been put out by witnesses, Chief David Nichols said.

Larry Ackerman, dorm director of Dixon Hall, said he was "concerned about what would have happened if this (the Dixon fire) had happened one or two hours later, and no one was up to put out the fire."

The dorm director added that 180 people live at Dixon this semester.

One of the students who helped put out the fire, Jeff Waters, said he saw the fire and asked another resident to help him put it out. He added that although he did breathe in only some of the smoke, he realizes how harmful the smoke inhalation could have been.

Ben Bishop, a junior who lives in Dixon, expressed concern about the incident "since there is only one fire extinguisher on my floor."

"I think that the JSU Housing Department has set up a double standard, in that they care for the students to set up visitation laws, but they do not care about fire safety," said Mike Johnson, a resident of Dixon Hall.

John Bremerri said, "I can't believe that the dorms do not have a fire alarm system, since every dorm should have one."

According to Dean Miriam Higginbotham, only two dormitories, Daugette and Sparkman, have any type of fire system on "every floor and in every dorm."

"We desperately need a fire alarm system," said Higginbotham, adding that a new system would be "well worth the cost."

A Daugette Hall resident, Angie Smith, felt that all dorms should have these systems because safety in the dorms is important.

Crow Hall resident, Jerald Bailey, agreed with the need for better fire precautions. "I wouldn't want to wake up charbroiled."

A complex alarm system has been requested by Housing officials, which would sound an alarm outside the building and alarm inside the security police office said Donald Schmitz, dean of Student Affairs.

Only Daugette Hall has smoke detectors for fire detection and Higginbotham said she would like to see some type of system on "every floor and in every dorm."

The campus police are concerned about the lack of fire precautions in the dormitories Chief Nichols said.

Student safety must be put at the top of the list and it's difficult to believe that these dorms do not have fire alarms that could be pulled in case of a fire. The possibility of a fire sweeping through a dorm and killing students should be taken seriously by our administration and the students that live in these dorms.

Students who believe a fire is in progress should call the emergency telephone number, 635-2500, and report the fire to the campus police. They will in turn notify the city Fire Department. Should the situation warrant..."
Miss Mimosa crowned

Fourteen JSU students competed in the Miss Mimosa contest held Monday night, Jan. 17, at 6:30 p.m. in the Theron Montgomery Auditorium. From left, winners are, Dawn Lammus, first alternate, Miss Congeniality and second alternate, Janet Young, and Melissa Bryant, Miss Mimosa. The winner was crowned by Pat Whitt, last year's winner.

Urban terrorism

Conditions in U.S. are ripe for trouble

Terrorism may become a relatively common occurrence in the U.S. unless its growth is stemmed in Latin America and the Middle East, according to Dr. Ted Klimasewski, associate professor of geography at Jacksonville State University.

Klimasewski, who's conducting a terrorism study funded by a JSU Faculty Research Grant, predicts "there will be a generation of urban riots in the U.S. will be far more deadly than the ones in the 1960's" because of the spread of terrorism from developing countries.

His findings also show that international terrorism against the U.S. occurs mostly where U.S. personnel and facilities are found and where there exists high inflation and a strong middle class with a high quality of life.

Klimasewski will present his report next April before the Association of American Geographers at their annual meeting in Denver, Colo.

"Countries with high inflation seem to have high occurrences of terrorism. This is probably due to the expectations of the people. Frustration is most evident among the middle class individuals who expect to partake in the quality of life attained by the wealthy middle class.

"A country that has a really low quality of life doesn't have that leadership role for the middle class.

"We have had Latin American countries, inflation runs over 100 percent. The inflation rate approached 217 percent in Chile during the 1970's, he said.

Klimasewski said "underground terrorist training programs" like those in Libya and Israel may make it possible for the groups to achieve higher levels of organization and prepare for more violence against the U.S. in the form of potential urban terrorism.

"There may come a time when bombings and killings by terrorist groups are commonplace in the U.S.," he said.

"Children in Northern Ireland already accept this activity as part of their lifestyle. The most frightening aspect of terrorism is that once terrorism becomes entrenched it becomes a way of life."

"Eliminating terrorism becomes almost impossible unless a police state exists with fewer freedoms."

Klimasewski finds similarities between rioters of the 1960's and modern terrorists, and feels conditions in the U.S. are ripe for trouble.

He said the problem may be exacerbated by those who "fire the idea of potential urban terrorism." He cited a U.S. labor leader who recently remarked that unemployed workers may have "to take to the streets" to bring attention to their grievances.

Klimasewski said his study did not address unemployment as a factor triggering terrorism because many developing countries do not have employment data.

"Countries that experience rampant terrorism against the U.S. include Turkey, Argentina, El Salvador, West Germany and Italy.

"What can be done to counter terrorism?"

"One way is to make improvements in society, such as equalization of wealth and dealing with inflation. These are long-term improvements."

"The other things we can do is bring about a more sophisticated police force that can deal with terrorism. I don't know how prepared we are to handle terrorism in the United States."

But Klimasewski said the encouraged growth of police operations and international anti-terrorist agencies may put a damper on civil liberties.

"Strategies to improve economic conditions are far from perfect, but middle and low income people should feel they can expect to achieve success in their countries."

"If may be a long time before an accurate set of plans will be structured to solve the economic ills of the developing nations, but until the solutions are devised terrorism against the U.S. will continue. Americans will be killed and kidnapped, and property will be destroyed."

Theatre tour of England set for summer

J.S.U. will offer a program of study in Stratford-upon-Avon, England, from June 8 until June 23 this summer. Students in the program claim to be interested in gaining undergraduate credit in English for courses in Shakespeare and Shakespeare's England.

The cost of the program will be approximately $1500. This includes airfare from Atlanta, accommodations at guesthouses with two meals a day, theatre tickets, excursions, and transportation between Gatwick Airport and Stratford.

Included are lunches, sightseeing except that arranged as a part of the program, and incidental expenses. Those interested may also petition tuition to J.S.U. A deposit of $50 will be required by March 1, and the remainder of the cost must be paid in three installments—$500 by April 1, 1600 by May 1, and $450 by June 1.

Anyone interested in getting more information should get in touch with Dr. Evelyn McMahan, Room 188, Science Center.
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Points Of View

JSU wants ‘well-rounded’ folks

The role of the officials

By BRUCE TINKER

It is the responsibility of the officials to enforce the rules and regulations that define fair and safe conduct in the arena they are officiating. Take just a moment to examine that statement.

First of all, the officials are responsible to enforce the rules of the game. This action requires that they make a judgement as to whether or not a violation of the rules has taken place. This judgemental facet of their job is what makes them so unpopular. I mean, no one likes to see his team be penalized but we have to remember that the officials are only doing their job. Sometimes they make a bad call—that is inevitable because they are human regardless of what other people call them.

Why must teams adhere to the rules? Sounds like a stupid question but the answer is a little more serious. Most of the regulations are for the safety of the participants. Of course, these rules vary greatly between sports. Charging, for example, is not favorably looked upon in basketball. On the football field however, it’s perfectly acceptable to run headlong over somebody. The perceptive fan will notice, with minimal effort, that basketball players do not wear the heavy protective pads and helmets associated with the gridiron. The floor’s pretty hard, so getting run over is not nearly as pleasant as it is in football. Don’t get wrong; I realize basketball is a physical game, but there are limits to how physical the game should be. When these limits are exceeded or ignored, basketball turns into basketbrawl.

Most of the time, the officials do a pretty good job. Despite what other names and titles you may have heard, they are also human. They sometimes make mistakes. So even though all of their decisions are not popular ones, they are still a necessary part of the game if the winner is to be determined by which team played the better rather than by which team survives.

The Chanticleer

The Chanticleer, established as a student newspaper at Jacksonville State in 1934, is published each Thursday by students of the University. Signed columns represent the opinion of the writer. The unsigned editorials represent the opinion of the Executive Editorial Committee. Editorials do not necessarily reflect the policy of the JSU administration.

Editor: Sonnie Irwin
Associate Editor: Lynn LePine
Sports Editor: Pat Forrester
Entertainment: R.D. McCoy
Features: Dennis Shears
Secretary: Liz Howie
University Photographer: Opal M. Lovett
Business Manager: Tom Strickland

The Chanticleer offices are located on the bottom floor of Theron Montgomery Building, Room 102.

All correspondence should be directed to The Chanticleer, Box 56, Jacksonville State University, Jacksonville, Alabama, 36265.

Contemporary comment

Honor befitting King

By DONNA AVANS

In recent years, several states have passed legislation declaring Martin Luther King’s birthday, January 15, a legal holiday. Legal status for a holiday commemorating the birth of one of our country’s greatest leaders is long overdue.

Few Americans have made greater contributions to the quality of life of other Americans. Through his strict adherence to non-violent resistance, King earned a key position in the evolution of a United States in dire need of social reform.

Why, then, has Alabama not, before now, instituted a celebration in honor of King? Could we be so ashamed of our past transgressions that we want only to eradicate all sources of guilt from our collective memory? If so, our answer lies not in efforts to forget; our answer lies in efforts at restitution. As applies to the attempted genocide of Jews during World War II, our progeny must not be allowed to forget the atrocities the human race is capable of committing against itself. A King memorial day with a legislative basis would be an annual reminder of the struggles of a long-oppressed group of our brothers and sisters.

Some critics of a state holiday cite the expense to the state that is involved in the creation of a paid holiday for state employees. Expense above present expenses could be avoided in either of two ways: 1) the elimination of Confederate Memorial Day, with MLK Memorial Day as a substitute, or 2) the combination of Confederate Memorial Day, MLK Memorial Day, and others. With such suitable alternatives to higher costs to the state, finance should not be considered a hindrance.

Martin Luther King led his people—our people—from bondage. Intolerance and ignorance may one day re-enslave them—economically, socially, and politically. Only through measures aimed at defeating prejudices and creating cultural tolerance can the dream of King be fulfilled.

As citizens, we can participate in a campaign for a Martin Luther King holiday. As students, we have a special obligation to set the tone of a generation. We can sit idly by and watch the rights of human beings eroded into nothingness, or we can work for an understanding and a dignity that will endure among all men and women.

Their Majors:

“Hey, Bob, what do you think about Mark Twain?”

“I never met the guy, but did you hear about the new theory of aerobic conditioning?”

“No, but have you read Huckleberry Finn?”

“No, but have you read The Aerobics Way?”

“No.”

Sad, isn’t it? These poor souls will never have a conversation with a duration of over seven seconds because they have no learning in common. Thank goodness the Yarn School isn’t accredited.

When next you ask yourself why you have to take this course or that course remember— you aren’t here just to get a degree, you’re here to get an education.

above will probably turn out to be about as well-rounded as a cardboard box.

Imagine a discussion among people who attended the Yarn School for Those Who Want to Study Only Courses in...
How Willanzheimer handles the blues

By LONI WILLANZHEIMER
Jsu Graduate in Clinical Psychology

We all get the "blues" at one time or another. They usually occur when we are subjected to some form of stress that we are unable to handle. One method of attacking the "blues" is by challenging our thoughts and behaviors. When we get the "blues" the majority of our thoughts tend to be negative. The worse the mood gets the more negative thoughts that are present. For example, a date is canceled. Some of the thoughts that might occur include: "He's doing this just to get back at me...I am just no good...? Probably the remainder of the evening will be spent alone and with more negative thoughts.

If the negative thoughts and behavior described above, are allowed to continue they will usually result in making the "blues" worse. Therefore it is important to attack these thoughts. A method of attacking involves challenging them to determine if there is any merit to the thought. For example, "Do I absolutely have to be alone or can I involve myself in another activity?" Or, "Just because my date has canceled doesn't mean I am not cared for that I do not have good qualities about myself." It is necessary to determine what is the worst thing that could happen. For example, "I could continue to feel down and not find anything to do tonight but I know I can handle it if I try hard enough." Once the negative thoughts have been attacked it is now necessary to replace them with positive thoughts: "It's okay. I'll just watch a show on T.V. I'll treat myself.


What do you want to be when you grow up?

By SANDY FORTUNEBERRY

The question "WDWDPYUG? takes on profound meaning for the college student. While some students enroll with specific goals, others have poorly defined vocational objectives and at least 50 percent are undecided about the major they wish to pursue. Fifty per cent of college students are likely to change directions before graduation. Even at the senior year, most students with specific vocational objectives and personal factors need to be determined. Finally, flexibility must be maintained so occupational shifts can be made when necessary.

The Career Development and Counseling Services can help the undecided student with career planning. Career options may be explored through data furnished by governmental agencies, professional associations, and company brochures. Interest inventories, aptitude tests, and other aids may be administered to foster decision-making. The CDCS objective is to enable the student to make the right choices. For example, "Why should I major in psychology?" asked a student. "I am just no good.

Jax State meets Real People

By MARY HANNAH

Recently, two Jacksonville State University football cheerleaders became celebrities. In August, Fred Willard of the NBC TV show "Real People," filmed segments for the show at the UCA College Cheerleading Camp held on the campus of Virginia Tech, in Blacksburg, Virginia. The show aired on Wednesday, January 12, at 7 p.m. and both Mark Puckett and "Cocky" (Ricky Lundy) appeared. Puckett explained the importance of crowd interaction, while "Cocky" performs, and Willard, stated cheerleader Vickie Rodgers.

"The camp is attended by 500 squads and classes are in stunts, pyramids, and coordination. Carie Klonowski. She also added that JSU Squad finished third overall, and the squad was the only division two squad to place in the competition, out of the 500 attending squads.
Everybody knows that we love a good mystery. Cracking a case like "The Burrito File" really makes the day for us. Stake-outs, car chases and clandestine meetings are the norm in life. We do it all the time. We work nights and weekends. In the end, we solve it all.

The Jacksonville Zone
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The Jacksonville Zone
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SMILING, HAPPY, CONFIDENT, OUTGOING, CARING, YOUNG MEN & WOMEN WHO ARE INTERESTED IN...

- MEETIN'—other high caliber young adults with similar ambitions and goals and sharing what they enjoy and the fun of hard work and a reason for planned social activities.
- GREETIN'—the public on a day to day basis and gaining the satisfaction of helping others, enjoy themselves.
- EARNIN'—a substantial degree of financial independence.
- LEARNIN'—the principles and practices of business and management by being part of the existing entertainment and recreation industry.
- GROWIN'—experience and knowledge while adding an impressive addition to your resume. Over 80% of Six Flags current management started in front and behind positions.
- SHarin'—the outdoor beauty and atmosphere of our beautiful park with new friends and guests.
- PLEASIN'—yourself in the knowledge that you are a match among the great to be chosen as a Six Flags host or hostess.
- HELPIN'—others enjoy their visit more, and providing them with guidance and assistance.

WORKIN'—hard at having fun in beautiful Atlanta – the center of entertainment in the Southeast.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 30, 1988

APPEL'S, 6050 expansively
5:00 PM to 6:00 PM
Dave Saad and the SGA plans spring entertainment

The Jacksonville State University Student Government Association is planning quite a number of activities for the spring semester. With several free concerts, one or perhaps two large concerts, and some warm weather activities, such as a 5000 meter road race, SGA vice-president Tony Lundy feels that the student government will be providing as much entertainment as the students will support.

The first planned concert will be on Feb. 22, when the nationally known show group, "Up With People" will perform here at JSU. "Up With People" is a young, positively minded group of singers and dancers that perform show tunes, songs from other nations, and patriotic numbers. They are also a civic-minded company. While at JSU they will perform for the Jacksonville community on the square in the center of town, and also at the Jacksonville Nursing Home.

The SGA is also planning an entire day of events for runners and those who want to try to be. Although no specific date has been set, vice-president Lundy intends to sponsor a 5000 meter road race when weather conditions become more favorable. The proposed event would begin with the race, and hopefully be followed up by a barbecue lunch and afternoon concert at the intramural field. This would require only a $3 registration fee, and all entrants in the race would receive a commemorative T-shirt.

Plans are also in the works for a variety of other activities, and vice-president Lundy has said, "I hope I have enough free time to come up with all the activities for students, but I'm sure there will be a lot of fun."

If the budget permits, the SGA would like to schedule two major concerts for the spring, but that "if" is a major one. The budget is also the only consideration. Obstacles to SGA plans are myriad. Not only must sites for activities be free of conflicting events, but the City of Jacksonville must also show some cooperation, which they have not done much of lately. City officials managed to complain about alcohol related problems at last semester's "Poo Nanny" concert in the amphitheatre despite the fact that the SGA had twelve uniformed armed security guards patrolling the area and a cleanup crew that remained until three o'clock in the morning after the evening concert to rid the area of all alcohol related debris.

These expenses combined with the often exorbitant fees charged by big name bands sometimes add up to more money than the SGA has available. And, although in vice-president Lundy's words, "The Montgomery band is good but the SGA needs to be a notch above the norm to be chosen as a Jacksonville band," the JSU SGA's budget is determined by the Alabama State Legislature. This fact, along with the SGA's desire to provide entertainment for students in the three words, mostly and, but, and raised the price from a graduating senior, then the edition's been changed.

The bottom line is "Sorry Jack, you're just out of luck." By the way, the new and improved transplants into "we changed six words, mostly and, but, and, and the, and raised the price four dollars." What cannot be explained, however, is why it always changes when you take the course.

And while we're on the subject of inconvenience and expense, let's consider the business office. Why is it that your check (grant, scholarship, work, etc.) will be in "next Friday Hon., or maybe Monday, I'm not sure which." But your tuition check had better be in on time, regardless, or you'll find yourself with nowhere to sleep and no classes to attend.

Consider the strange case of the coliseum. When last we were admitted entrance, we noticed several small but disturbing things. Weekend hours that only encourage people to go home not stay, racquetball courts with no serving lines, a weight room with no weights, and a swimming pool that shuts down periodically. Are all these mysteries somehow connected? What do they have in common? Perhaps we'll never know, perhaps we don't want to know. But someone please tell us two things: why did we emcee the Miss Mimosa contest and more importantly, why is there a piano in the girl's bathroom at the cafeteria? Which brings up one last question—why were we in the bathroom or were we?
Campus movies

Tuesday, January 22 - AN AMERICAN WEREWOLF IN LONDON. This successful mixture of comedy, horror, and love story with the John Landis of "Animal House" fame and stars David Naughton and Jenny Agutter. Showtimes are 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.

Wednesday, January 27 - UP IN SMOKE. This movie marks Cheech and Chong's first cinematic attempt. It's an off-color comedy about a for-farmed Mexican drug-smuggling idea. Showtimes are 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.

Area concerts

Bette Midler will perform at the Fox Theatre, 660 Peachtree St., Atlanta. Tickets are $15 and $17.50 and are reserved seat only. They are available at the Fox box office and all Tix-X-Press outlets in Atlanta. To charge tickets by phone, call (404) 457-4967.

Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers will appear at the Omni in Atlanta Feb. 4 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $10.50 and on sale at all S.E.A.T.S. locations. To charge by phone, call (404) 577-0600.

Adam Ant will be in concert Jan. 29 at the Fox Theatre. Tickets are $10.50. For information call (404) 881-1977.

Kenny Loggias will appear Feb. 3 at 8 p.m. at the Atlanta Civic Center, 99 Piedmont Ave. Tickets are $10.50-11.50. To charge by phone, call (404) 252-9191 or (404) 457-4967.

Zara Neslova, who was the San Francisco Chronicle describes as "one of the finest cellists in the world," will perform with the Alabama Symphony on Thursday and Friday, Jan. 27 & 28. Beginning at 8 p.m. in the Birmingham-Jefferson Civic Center Concert Hall, the concerts will be conducted by Emerigo Marino. Tickets ($10.50, $9.50, $8.50, and $6.50) are available at the Symphony Office (352-6100), located at 2114 1st Ave., N., Birmingham, 35203.

Theatre

"Fifth of July" by Lanford Wilson continues performances through Feb. 13 at the Alliance Theatre, 1320 Peachtree St. N. E., Atlanta. Linda Stephens, a featured actress in the 1982 Alabama Shakespeare Festival productions of "Twelfth Night" and "Hamlet," is also featured in this production. Tickets are $7.50-9.50. Call (404) 895-2414 for showtimes.

Arsenic and Old Lace will be performed Thurs., Fri., and Sat. through Feb. 6 at Onstage Atlanta, 420 Courtland St., Atlanta. Tickets are $5.50 for adults and $4.50 for children, students, and senior citizens. Call (404) 897-1802 for information.

Dr. Rock

Dr. Rock is the house organ of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company. It is a publication for and by AT&T employees. The goal of Dr. Rock is to provide a place for employees to express their ideas and opinions anonymously.

Black music in America

By R. Stacy McCain

The history of black music in America can be summed up rather succinctly: black musicians develop a style; it is discovered by white musicians, adopted, and popularized; it is abandoned by blacks, who develop a new style, and the cycle begins again.

In Africa, black people enjoyed a rich cultural life complete with art, dance, and music. In fact, music and dance are inseparable in African society, both playing part in rituals as old as mankind. Transplanted to the European colonies, America, these Negro slaves found that their culture was forbidden--African religion was considered 'heathen' by the Christian planters, who also feared that the rituals would lead to unity among the slaves and, ultimately, rebellion. However, the slaves, after conversion to western religion, adopted their native musical traditions to the glorification of Jehovah, and gospel was born. Simultaneously, field workers began to compose songs about plantation life, often singing them while going about their tasks, and--voila--work songs were born. Such tunes were considered quaint by the whites and often the better musicians among the workers were asked to the "big house" to perform for the guests during holidays.

Many of these guests had a nose for money, and saw the potential of this music as entertainment for genteel white society. Thus was born the minstrel show--white musicians singing Negro music, interspersing their song-and-dance routines with jokes which played upon the myth of the black slave as a simple, happy, idiot whose only concern was food and leisure. These became quite popular throughout the country, and the black-face minstrels often sang tunes written or adapted by Stephen Foster, author of such songs as "Camptown Races" and "The Old Folks At Home," more popularly known as "Swanee River."

But, of course, the blacks tired of the style as soon as it was adopted by whites, and created two new forms to replace it: ragtime, born in the barsrooms of New Orleans and possessed of a happy, light-hearted feeling; and the blues, a more somber, mournful style, which was born of the hard-times of the newly-freed blacks. Ragtime was the most widely-accepted of the two, and became Dixieland, or traditional, jazz. Significantly, the first group to record this new style was the Original Dixieland Band, a white combo. After World War I, however, black jazz artists such as Louis Armstrong began to make names (and, consequently, money) for themselves in Chicago, New York, and other Northern cities where the color line was less firmly drawn. The "Jazz Age" of the Twenties was a boom period for black music, not only in music, but in everything the Negroes touched. The twenties was the time of the minstrel show, ragtime, and the blues. The twenties was also the time of the Great Depression, which affected the black community the most. Black communities were hit hard by the Depression, and the NAACP made progress for blacks a reality. The Great Depression was also the time of the New Deal, which provided jobs for the unemployed.

The community started to develop the musical styles which would become rock 'n' roll. At the same time, many black artists began to experiment with new styles, such as doo-wop, rock and roll, and soul. Many black artists, such as Ray Charles and Little Richard, developed new styles which became popular among white audiences. The success of black music paved the way for the success of rock and roll, which was completely developed by white musicians.

The combination appealed to rebellious youths, and the single was the number-one hit of 1956. Cleansed of its sexual innuendo, rock and roll was a gold mine for such white do-wop groups as the Crestwicks and Danny and the Juniors, who often created pop hits by "covering" the records of black singers like Ray Charles and Little Richard. The sexuality of rock and roll, however, was to play a large part in the success of rock's most sensational artist.

In Memphis, Tennessee, a record producer named Sam Phillips ran a recording service on the side, which for a minimal cost would allow a singer to record two songs on a thin, acetate record. One day, a pimple-faced teenager with long hair and sideburns walked in and recorded two tunes for his mother's birthday present. Later Phillips found himself with a song for which he had no singer. Remembering his boss's statement that, if he could find a white boy that could sing like a black, he'd make a million dollars, Phillips' secretary suggested that he ask the kid with the sideburns to record the R & B tune. Phillips picked up the phone and called nineteen-year-old Elvis Presley.

NEXT WEEK. Elvis, the Beatles, Motown, and disco.
From the desk of Pat and Bert

By B. STACY McCAIN

The JSU Drama department has announced the cast for its spring semester production of Henrik Ibsen’s “Hedda Gabler.” A drama of powerful emotion and psychological insight, the play will feature Wendy Feud, in the title role, Bert Spence as her husband, George; Tobey Crawford and Toby Crawford as the main writer, Eilert Lovberg. Also featured are Lynne Hatcher as Aunt Julia; Sara Bennett as Berte; Agnolf, Landau and Mrs. Elvstead; and Scott Wharton as Judge Treck. The stage manager is Donna Anthony and the assistant stage manager is Tracy Faulkner.

According to director Wayne Claeren, Ibsen’s works have enjoyed a renewed popularity in our time due to their insight in dealing with the problems of women, "Hedda Gabler" being the story of a beautiful, intelligent woman who is trapped in an unsatisfactory marriage and a restricting social atmosphere. It tells of the conflict between her selfish desires and those of others, including her scholarly husband, an old school friend, and two men from her past one a respectable husband, the other a temperamental writer.

Dealing with the problems encountered when one’s goals cannot be fulfilled, "Hedda Gabler" is one of the earliest realistic dramas written. The play is also interesting because of the fact that Ibsen, a Norwegian author, wrote it during the 1890’s, around the time of JSU founding. Production dates for "Hedda Gabler," which will be performed on the main stage of the Stone Center for the Performing Arts, are February 23-28.

Wendy’s HAMBURGERS ARE FRESH NOT FROZEN.

AINT NO REASON

TO GO ANYPLACE ELSE.

1501 Quintard Ave.
5430 Pelham Rd.

16. Oz. Soft Drink $0.85
Cheese & Tomato Extra plus tax
Coupon Good At Both Anniston Stores

236-6662
Announcements

Reports are available for review

The final reports for the 11 Standards will be available for Institutional review on Monday, January 10, 1983 until Monday, January 24, 1983. The documents will be available for review in the Self-Study Office, Brewer Hall room 136. The documents are to be read in the Self-Study office, and all persons must identify themselves and sign in with the secretary, Mrs. Julie Davison. The information contained in the reports is available only for in-house review.

Grads should file applications

Graduate students who plan to graduate at the end of spring semester should file an application for their degree this month.

Failure to file applications could result in a delay in the awarding of the degree, according to Dean William D. Carr of the College of Graduate Studies.

To graduate, students must file for their degree and for their comprehensive examinations (oral or written or combined) at the College of Graduate Studies and in the Certification Office.

Education specialists sought

Senior education specialists are sought as consultants to community colleges in Jordan.

In a project sponsored by the World Bank and the Ministry of Education in Jordan, specialists are needed for a nine-month period in Amman and Irbid, two of Jordan’s largest cities.

Consultant pay may exceed the person’s regular salary by twenty percent. Travel is paid plus a per diem of $68.

The following specialties are needed: a consultant well versed in elementary - middle school teacher education as well as community college administration; a specialist in educational research and evaluation; a specialist who can develop standardized test procedures for admission and student performance in vocational education; a computer service expert to develop a computer program to service school documentation.

For more information contact Dr. Donald W. Robinson, Dean of the College of Education at Oklahoma State University: Gunderson Hall, Stillwater, Oklahoma 74078 or call (405) 624-6346.

Faculty urged to apply

Jacksonville State University faculty are urged to apply now if they wish to be considered for one of the 60 Fulbright Awards for 1983-84, offering teaching and research opportunities internationally.

Many of the awards have no specific deadline. But the Council on the International Exchange of Scholars urges immediate application because they award Fulbrights as they critique applications. Some applications, such as spring seminars in economics and German culture, must be received by Feb. 1.

About two-thirds of the Fulbright Awards are for university teaching, often in an area of importance to the host country. Many lecturing scholars which will be allowed research opportunity just as research scholars may occasionally lecture.

Most awards require a doctorate and some professional or teaching experience. Some awards require fluency in the language of the host country. Applications may be received by writing the Council at 11 Dupont Circle, Washington, D.C. or by calling (202) 333-4650. Interested faculty should also verify with a CIES program officer to see if awards in a specialized field of study are still available.

ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!
The Chanticleer is the only newspaper that targets a market area of over 6,000 students. Give your business a boost by advertising with us.

For more information call 435-9820 Ext. 299.

WORD PROCESSING
Typing
Resumes
Letters
Papers
(205) 435-5909

Student Discounts Available
435-6830
Nautilus Health Club
28 Public Square Jacksonville

THE LAST RESOLUTION
YOUR BODY
WILL EVER NEED
(I Will Join)

NAUTILUS
HEALTH CLUB
28 Public Square, Jacksonville
435-6830 435-9997

Now Is the time to celebrate a brand new year, a brand new you! NAUTILUS HEALTH CLUB is the place. We have the most modern equipment available to get you in shape... get you in style for todays world.

So this year make a resolution to see how good you can feel about yourself. Facilities include: A complete line of Nautilus equipment, exercise bicycles, abdominal boards, SAUNA, showers and lockers.

OPEN 6 DAYS
MEN & WOMEN

Take Off!

Watch the
Chanticleer
for details.

JACKSONVILLE
Newly remodeled, just
now available, one
and two bedroom
apartments. Just a few
left.
Call 237-5177 or
435-2129 after 4

Open 6 Days
JSU’s Home Economics Department

Home economics. The wrong but easy course taken in high school, what the Jacksonville St. College Home Economics offers is a misconception—majors are in foodservices, and home economics minors are offered in all areas of study. Though preparing students for the responsibilities of the food service industry, education, food service managers, department store representatives, home improvement stores, and public health is important, we’re also going to be offering Family Life and Parenting courses. Virginia Yocum, head of the department, said, "So, it seems that the Department of Home Economics offers something for everyone, not just for teachers, after a "

Lynda Kearsly takes to the sewing machine—a common sight in the Home Economics Department.

Getting the pattern placement right is important for Katrina Helton in her nursery school service.

Offering a nursery school service is an important part of the home economics program.
Arts and Sciences: The Department of Home Economics offers various majors that are usually associated with high school. But, a closer look at the University Department of Home Economics may change that common perception. Majors offered in clothing, dietetics, economics, and family living, are only a few of the above plus food and nutrition. Students entering the teaching field or training in homemaking is part of the program. Students can become dieticians, merchandisers, buyers for extension agents, consumer companies, and nutritionists for food and nutrition offices. Offers a course in the fall for the Department of Home Economics: "Family Education," said Dr. Jane. "That will provide preparation for parenting." The Department of Home Economics is all about.
Pakistan’s Khurram Rashid thinks Jax State ‘is great’

By DEBRA SHADDIX

When asked how he felt about being here in the United States, Khurram Rashid, a student from Karachi, Pakistan replied, “It’s great, I like it!”

Rashid, an 18 year old, second semester marketing major, has been in the U.S. only five months. He states that a U.S. degree is well appreciated in Pakistan.

The procedure that Rashid had to go through to apply for the scholarship to J.S.U. took one year. He applied for the scholarship in 1981 but there was already a student here in the International House program from Pakistan and the countries cannot be duplicated with scholarship students.

In order to apply Rashid had to fill out a number of forms, be certified by teachers, counselors, and parents, and send in his high school grades. He has decided to graduate from J.S.U. and then return to his country.

Rashid commented that if he were not in school in the U.S. he would be studying business back home.

Rashid graduated from high school in 1981 and was in the Pakistan Air Force for one year before coming to J.S.U. He also attended the Tae Kwon Do Karate Academy and is a “green belt” which is only two belts below the black belt.

Being of the Moslem religion, Rashid cannot eat pork, consumes no alcohol, and does not gamble. The Moslems believe in one god, Allah. They believe that Christ is a messenger of Allah, and they pray five times a day. Many of the Moslem women wear veils over their faces because the religion doesn’t allow them to be open. They fast for the month of December from dawn until dusk and on the 1st day they celebrate from dawn until dusk and on the 31st day they celebrate.

“Labor in Pakistan is very cheap,” exclaims Rashid. His family has two maids and they pay them only $35 a month.

Rashid’s family includes his father who is retired from the service, his mother who doesn’t work, three brothers - one who is a ship engineer, one who is in his fourth year in medical school in Pakistan, and one who graduated from J.S.U. and is now in Boston working toward his Master’s degree in banking and finance, and a sister who is a pediatrician in Pakistan and is getting married this month.

When asked if his expectations of the United States were realistic Rashid responded, “Yes, Pakistan and the U.S. are much alike because of military ties.”

In closing, Rashid commented, “I have awfully high regards for my Host Parents, Mom and Dad.”

Khurram Rashid

‘Minister to be’ has own ideas and future plans

By LAURA ALBRIGHT

Larry Howard, a junior, has spent the past five years of his life serving the Lord as an associate pastor — youth minister in various local churches. Most recently, he has served at First Baptist Church in New York State as interim minister since August, 1982.

Barry terms himself a non-traditionalist. “I don’t believe in following customs or traditions simply because that’s the way things have always been done. It’s hard to make the real purpose of the activity meaningless,” Barry said. He also added: “In spite of my rural background, I have no desire to exemplify the Baptist stereotype of a foot-stomping, ax-grinding, purely emotional preacher, thrashing on pressure tactics and insta~ous evangelism.

Effective prompting of a meaningful worship experience does not require perpetual arm-twisting and brow-beating.”

Barry attended Semans, a Southern Baptist university in Birmingham for one semester, after which he decided to return home to Alexandria and enter Jacksonville State University. He is majoring in general studies and plans to pursue a master’s degree in either general studies or counseling.

After finishing here, he plans to enter Southern Baptist Seminary in Louisville, Kentucky, to work on a PhD, hopefully on a special scholarship program.

The greatest wake-up call Barry’s life was having his childhood pastor, Thomas Reaves, and the basic principles that he learned from his home church, Alexandria’s Mount View Baptist Church. “Brother Reaves was my pastor for seven years. He is my most admired role model in the ministry. He displayed dedication, self-discipline, and remarkable Biblical accuracy without the benefit of a formal theological education,” Barry said. “My parents have been very supportive. They provided my first opportunity to minister by allowing me to serve as youth minister for two years. The members were a great encouragement and many still remain in contact with me. They provided me with a license to the ministry when I was seventeen,” Barry proclaimed.

Prior to his decision to enter the ministry, Barry desired to be a astronaut, football coach, or an agrribusiness teacher. These professional choices reveal his adventurous nature, his wish to work with young people, and his desire to share his knowledge with others, all qualities of a good minister. He doesn’t feel that a minister should pressure his congregation, but merely share his ideas and leave the decision — making to the church. “Jesus asked us to follow Him. He gave his disciples a choice, so what preacher has the right to make demands?”

Barry stated, “I believe worship should be a meaningful experience rather than one ruled strictly by emotions. I do not believe real worship is experienced in a tear-jerking condemnation party, but rather a soul-stirring informative event that relays encouragement, direction, and challenge.”

Several of Barry’s classes have helped him develop his ministry. During the past semester he had two courses in which he learned a great deal of applicable information.
## Interview schedule for spring 1983

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>COMPANY/SCHOOL</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>POSITION [S]</th>
<th>PREFERRED MAJOR [S]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 1st</td>
<td>DEKALB CO.SCHOOLS</td>
<td>DECATUR, GA</td>
<td>TEACHING</td>
<td>ALL EDUCATION MAJORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 16th</td>
<td>JC PENNEY COMPANY</td>
<td>BIRMING, AL</td>
<td>MANAGEMENT TRAINEES</td>
<td>ALL BUSINESS MAJORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 16th</td>
<td>BLUEBELL INDUSTRIES</td>
<td>ONEONTA, AL</td>
<td>PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT</td>
<td>ALL BUSINESS MAJORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 17th</td>
<td>CAMP ASCA (SUMMER CAMP)</td>
<td>JACKSON'S GAP, AL</td>
<td>CAMP COUNSEL (SUMMER 83)</td>
<td>ANY MAJOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONDAY, FEBRUARY 21st</td>
<td>FIRST NATIONAL BANK</td>
<td>BIRMING, AL</td>
<td>MANAGEMENT TRAINEES</td>
<td>ALL BUSINESS MAJORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 22nd</td>
<td>LAGRANGE CITY SCHOOLS</td>
<td>LAGRANGE, GA</td>
<td>TEACHING</td>
<td>ALL EDUCATION MAJORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 23rd</td>
<td>WALKEN COUNTY SCHOOLS</td>
<td>LAFAYETTE, GA</td>
<td>TEACHING</td>
<td>ALL EDUCATION MAJORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 24th</td>
<td>PILLSBURY COMPANY</td>
<td>BIRMING, AL</td>
<td>SALES POSITION</td>
<td>ALL MAJORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 24th</td>
<td>FULTON COUNTY SCHOOLS</td>
<td>ATLANTA, GA</td>
<td>TEACHING</td>
<td>ALL EDUCATION MAJORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUESDAY, MARCH 1st</td>
<td>BIRMINGHAM TRUST NATIONAL BK.</td>
<td>BIRMING, AL</td>
<td>MANAGEMENT TRAINEE</td>
<td>ALL BUSINESS MAJORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2nd</td>
<td>MILLIKEN COMPANY</td>
<td>LAGRANGE, GA</td>
<td>LAB &amp; BUSINESS POSITIONS</td>
<td>BUSINESS MAJORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THURSDAY, MARCH 3rd</td>
<td>MILLIKEN COMPANY</td>
<td>LAGRANGE, GA</td>
<td>LAB &amp; BUSINESS POSITIONS</td>
<td>SAME AS ABOVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRIDAY, MARCH 4th</td>
<td>GTE AUTO. ELECTRIC CO.</td>
<td>HUNTSVILLE, AL</td>
<td>ACCOUNTING</td>
<td>ACCOUNTING ONLY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Brown** (Continued From Page 5)

feels that people romanticize singers and that they put singers on a pedestal. He feels that performing isn't any more important than digging ditches, and he gives the Lord credit for all of his accomplishments. Shelton says, "What means the most to me is my relationship with the Lord, not acting."

During recent summers, Shelton had a job as a coal miner in Goodsprings, Alabama. He says, "Sometimes, the work was easy and sometimes it was scary because there were no lights, only the ones on my hard hat." The only areas that were lighted were the areas around elevators, holes, and other hazardous areas due to federal law.

His work this past summer was a little different. Shelton received an opera workshop scholarship from Brevard, in North Carolina. This was a high honor and achievement for him. He added: "I learned a lot this summer." They worked eight to fourteen hours a day and performed six shows in six weeks. The reason so many shows were possible is because "You do it all day long, and you don’t have to worry about other classes. You are able to keep your mind running on one track," he explained.

Shelton plans to go to graduate school, and he concluded, "I am going to keep pursuing my acting career as long as that is what the Lord wants me to do."
Organizations
Fraternities to begin spring rush

By BURT GRISHAM

Last semester, thanks to the work of Pette Mattix, all the fraternities had an excellent Fall rush. The Greek system is growing and going strong. In keeping with the continued growth of the Greek system, a successful Spring rush is essential. Following is a partial list of the 1983 Spring rush rules:

-Rush will begin Wednesday, January 26 and continue through Friday night, January 28. All fraternities may hold parties Saturday night if they wish, although Saturday night will not be considered an official night of rush. Fraternities may handle Saturday night in any manner they wish. Wednesday night will be a dry night, with no alcoholic beverages served. Thursday and Friday may be handled any way the fraternity desires. There will be no meeting in the roundhouse this year.

-Registration for rush will be held through February 13 in the SGA office. We will also set up a table in the lobby of the cafeteria during the meal hours. All rushies will be required to pay a $10 registration fee and have their name put on the master list to be eligible to accept a bid. It is important to remember that the $10 registration fee will entitle the rushie to free beverages at all the fraternity houses. An identification card will be given to each rushie that has registered.

Pi Kappa Phi

By MIKE GIBSON

The Delta Epsilon Chapter of Pi Kappa Phi was happy to welcome everyone back last Wednesday night at our Back - to - School Bash. The house was packed, and everyone seemed to have a good time. This year's Rose Ball will be held on February 18-19 in beautiful Pigeon Forge, Tennessee, just outside of Gatlinburg. Brother Mark Chaffin is coordinating what is shaping up to be one of our best formals ever.

Our intramural basketball team finished second last year, and this year we intend to end up one notch higher. Brother Duane McManus will coach this season's team. Pi Kappa is currently in second place in the running for All - Sports Trophy, and a win in basketball will keep us going.

Anyone interested in spring rush should go by the SGA office and sign up. The Greek Experience is the greatest thing you can ever be a part of at JSU, and the best place to experience it is at Pi Kappa Phi. We always look forward to rush because the quality of men who pledge goes on to be the leaders of the fraternity. Over 30,000 individuals have been in Pi Kappa, and we invite you to come see what we're all about.

Congratulations to the Gamecocks on the big over Alabama A&M last week. It's great to see the team do well and receive recognition on the national level. Until next week . . .

Alpha Tau Omega

TheEta Theta chapter of Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity would like to welcome their new initiates (new boys). They are Doug Blackburn, Fain Casey, Sid Deerman, Robert Downey, Alan Fletcher, Randy Hoynes, Bobby Howard, Tim Laird, Bobby Nightfall, Lane, Ron Parker, Danny Shemee, Chris (92-J) Shumway, Jayson (Space) Smith, and Jeff (Doug) Suggs. We are very proud of these men, and we wish them the best of luck in years to come.

Sigma Nu

By JOHN VALDES JR.

The brothers of Sigma Nu welcome everyone back to JSU, and hope this semester will be one to remember for years to come since JSU celebrates its 100th birthday in February. The Iota Lambda Chapter at Jax State is proud to announce the induction of six new brothers; they are Dave Hawkins, Keith Howell, John McEwen, Todd Homan, John Whitmer and Ron Pafford.

Events upcoming this semester include Founders Day, the little sisters' annual Valentine's Day Party and the White Rose Fundraisers.

Phi Mu

By SUSAN SMITH

The sisters of Phi Mu would like to welcome back the students and teachers of JSU. We hope that everyone has a super spring semester.

Our initiation will be taking place soon and everyone is eagerly awaiting this joyous occasion. Phi Mu would also like to congratulate all fraternities and sororities on their newly initiated brothers and sisters.

Florida State University will offer area youngsters the opportunity to enhance their reading, math, and computer skills beginning in January.

The JSU Project for the Advancement of Mathematics and Science (ABLS) will be available during the spring semester. JSU psychology majors, education majors, and others will provide the service.

Enrollment will be limited according to the number of tutors and classrooms that will be available during the spring semester. JSU psychology majors, education majors, and others will provide the service.

Tutoring will be available during the spring semester. A monthly schedule will be assigned.

- Mondays and Wednesdays, after school, beginning Jan. 12.
- Reading: Tuesdays and Thursdays, after school, beginning Jan. 13.
- Mathematics: Tuesday evening, 6-30-8:30, beginning Jan. 11.
- Computers: Tuesday evenings, 6-30-8:30, beginning Jan. 11.
- Reading programs are available by contacting Dr. Steve Bilgoid or Dr. Doug Peters at the University at 435-8200, extension 640 or 402. Dr. Peters may be contacted after regular school hours at 435-7086. The program costs $25 per month for group tutoring and $60 per month for individual tutoring.
- Enrollment will be limited according to the number of tutors and classrooms that will be available during the spring semester. JSU psychology majors, education majors, and others will provide the service.
- Formal instruction in computer skills will consist of at least eight hours of instruction per month. Written work and computer assisted tutoring will be assigned.
- "We still stress fun," Bilgoid said.
- "We want them to have fun and to be exposed to things they don't get in regular school, like computers. It's also an opportunity for our psychology and education students to have contact with the real world."
Organization spotlight: BCM

By KIM WHITEHEAD

Most students know the acronym. Quite a few know what it stands for. But, how many actually know what the BCM (Baptist Campus Ministry) is all about? How many are the students who know what goes on behind the walls of that odd-shaped building on the hill across from Martin Hall called the Baptist Student Center?

Here are some facts. Though it is sponsored by the local Southern Baptist Association, the BCM is not just for Southern Baptists. All students, of all denominations are welcome at the Center. In addition, no regulations exist for getting involved. That means no dues, no required meetings, no necessary background—just the chance to meet other students who are interested in sharing in worthwhile fellowship and worship.

Family Night on Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m. is considered the focal meeting for the BCM but it is certainly not the only one. There's choir practice on Mondays at 6:45 p.m. (with no auditions!). Students meet at the Center on Tuesdays and Wednesdays at 5:30 p.m. to visit area homes for the elderly. Every other Wednesday at noon means an Agape' meal is served up and every Thursday night brings Bible study at 6 p.m. The BCM enters a team in almost every intramural sport, too. But, that's not all, either . . .

Contrary to what many students may believe, the Center is open all day and nightly until 11 p.m. What’s more, students are practically always to be found at the Center, whether they be playing a (usually) friendly game of Uno or sitting idly in front of the television or studying or playing ping pong or just talking. And, campus minister Bob Ford is always around, giving experienced guidance to the ministry’s goings on and always joining in himself.

Along with the common misconceptions about what the BCM is all about, myths also exist about the difficulties of getting involved. According to several BCMers who themselves had to find a way to get involved, finding avenues for participating isn’t hard—getting to know a few people is all it takes.

I just started playing softball for the BCM and got to know a few other girls,” said junior Carolyn Winkles. “From there I got involved in other activities like Family Night and choir.”

Goings on at the Center itself are not all that make finding out more about the BCM worthwhile. While a Planned Famine, Share Seminar, and several parties are scheduled for the Center during the spring semester, other ventures like the week-long Spring Thing at Shocco Springs Baptist Camp in April as well as a choir tour and trip to Louisville, Kentucky for a World Missions Conference will also be coming up.

 Summers are open for involvement, too. In 1981, thirty-two JSU students traveled across the United States as summer missionaries; applications for summer ’82 are currently available until February 1.

There it is—enough information about the Baptist Campus Ministry to satisfy the initial questions of the inquiring mind. For the collegian who is interested in finding out more about the BCM, a trip to the Center is the next step.

Alpha Kappa

By WINIFRED WILSON

The AKA’s would like to welcome back all students old and new, and hope your holidays were as pleasant as ours.

The bond of our sisterhood was shown as the Lambda Pi Chapter collaborated with the sorors of the Gamma Mu Chapter from Alabama A&M. The Gamma Mu Chapter made a road trip here for the basketball game that was last Thursday night, as Jackson State went to the floor of A&M. Local sorors took charge to see that our guests, Gamma Mu, were well entertained, and entertained they were as we all partied with the Kappas at Leone Cole.

This spring semester we have a lot on our agenda and are looking forward to your participation at all of our functions. For a sneak preview, we will be presenting our annual Greek step-down show. Greeks, we hope you are rehearsing — you might just win!

Chapters of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc. Worldwide proudly observed our Founder’s Day on January 15, 1993. The sorority has been prospering for 75 great years and continues to honor our motto “service to all mankind” because we set the pace.

The sisters of Lambda Pi would like to recognize three alumnae members. Katera Porter and Tonya Smith have returned to the University after receiving their BS degrees in education in December. Miss Tremaine Spivey has also returned. These ladies have come back to work diligently for their Master’s Degree. Ladies, Welcome Back! Alpha Kappa Alpha, 75 years and Growing.

Zeta Tau Alpha

By DENISE HEND

The Zetas really started the semester off right with our calendar party at Chap’s last Thursday night. A big thanks goes to all 12 of the gorgeous guys who posed for our calendar and hats off to Vickie Rogers who did a great job in putting it together. The Zeta Man calendar is on sale now on the Fourth Floor of Sparkman Hall. All proceeds from its sale go to our very worthy national philanthropy, The National Association for Retarded Citizens.

Another big event is in the making, our 1983 White Violet Formal will be held in sunny Tampa, Florida. The 4th of March the Zeta’s will head for the Tampa Hilton and be making our rounds of Busch Gardens. A fun-filled formal is in store for the Zeta’s and some lucky JSU guys!

We are very proud to announce that one of our sister’s, Wendy Feed has landed the lead in the upcoming JSU production of “Hedda Gabler”. We wish you the best of luck, Wendy. Romance was in the air for a lucky Zeta this month, Susie Smith was recently lavaliered to Chuck Pinkard of Kappa Sigma. Congratulations, you two.

J.S.U. Campus Bookstore

With the needs of the STUDENT in mind.

Conveniently located on the 2nd floor of the Theron Montgomery Bldg.

Speedy service and ample parking is the rule.

Open January: 7am - 7pm

Mon. - Thurs. 7am - 4:30pm Fri.

Currently used books can still be exchanged for other books or merchandise.

Your Continued Support Is Appreciated.
Kimberly Friddle has been named runner-up in the 1983 Miss Love’s Baby Soft teen model competition. Over 4,000 teens, ranging in age from 13 to 20 participated in the competition.

Kimberly, 20, attends Jacksonville State University, where she has received some honors in swimming and belongs to the Fellowship of Christian Athletes. She is a member of the Masque and Wig Drama Club and is a little sister at Pi Kappa Phi social fraternity. Her parents are Edward and Dolores Friddle of Huntsville, Alabama.

To enter the contest the teens submit photographs and are judged in competition with other contestants on the basis of the photos. Three national finalists, 50 state winners and 150 national runners-up are honored.

The three national finalists are Paul Reano, 17, Colleen Wharton, 15, both of Houston, and Julie Ebin, 15, of Minneapolis. These young women and their mothers visited New York in late October where they were the guests of Love’s Baby Soft.

During the week they enjoyed beauty makeovers, photography sessions, a visit to the top modeling agencies and a night at a Broadway play. In addition they were the subject of a television newsfilm and dined at a number of New York’s most prestigious restaurants. At the conclusion of the week, one of the young women was named to appear in the Miss Love's Baby Soft advertising campaign and received a $1,000 scholarship. The other finalists received $500 scholarships.

The judges included the beauty editors of Teen, Good, Seventeen and Young Miss Magazines; Richard Cummins, president and chairman of the Judges Committee of the Miss America Pageant; John Casablancas of Elite Models; Miss America 1981, Susan Powell, and Patrick DeMarchelier, one of the world’s foremost fashion photographers.

Heidi Helmer, the 1981 winner, has appeared in several print ads and on the television program, “The Facts of Life.” Janette Skrocki, the Love’s winner in 1982, has signed a modeling contract with Elite’s New Faces division and has been modeling in New York and Chicago.

Jacksonville State University has received approval from the Alabama Commission on Higher Education (ACHE) to begin offering the Bachelor of Occupational Technology degree.

Dr. William Clark of Attalla, formerly a graduate teaching associate at Oklahoma State University, has joined JSU as director of the program.

Occupational Technology graduates will be qualified for jobs in management, supervision, sales, retailing, and related positions and, with additional credentials, will be qualified to teach.

“The curriculum design of this program is unique not only in our state, but throughout the nation,” said Dr. James A. Reaves, JSU academic vice president.

“We hope it can become a model program from which other colleges may profit. This has the potential of adding new dimensions to higher education and providing opportunities to a population not previously served.”

Occupational technology students will be offered 12 credit hours of course work beginning in January. Spring registration begins Jan. 6.

The students may sign up for the following courses: mass communications in society, industrial business organization, academic survival skills, life-work planning skills, employability skills, and fundamentals of mathematics.

“Will begin new degree

This new degree will open the door to many highly intelligent individuals with technical backgrounds and will provide them with the opportunity to complete a college degree.

“They will be able to take full advantage of their previous work completed at vocational technical colleges and combine it with supporting academic and technical activities to enable them to be more productive citizens and to expand their personal horizons,” Reaves said.

Clark, who joined JSU in September and has been in on the planning stages of the new program, said the plan was designed through cooperation with area technical colleges.

He said a recent survey of technical college students indicated that approximately 275 students from the area would consider enrolling.

Clark is a native of Jacksonville State where he earned a B. S. in business administration. He received a Master of Arts degree in trade and industrial education from the University of Alabama in 1970 and completed requirements for the Doctor of Education Degree in occupational and adult education at Oklahoma State University in 1982.

He began his career in education in 1958 as a vocational and business teacher and coach at Etowah County High School in Attalla. In 1965, he joined Albertville High School as a teacher and coach, and from 1963 - 1966 he served as assistant principal and coach at Alma Hinson Junior High in Attalla.

“Folks have got to have options, and this is a program with options,” he said.

**What’s the latest in back pain relief?**

By ANDY JONES

Recently most of us have heard about the new injectable drug for birth control. It has yet to be approved by the FDA, but a miracle drug for the back has been. After seven years of study, Chymopapain was approved for use in December.

Chymopapain is a chemical extracted from the papaya plant and has been used as a meat tenderizer for years. It’s use is reserved for patients with ruptured or slipped discs occurring in the lower back area.

But nineteen million Americans suffer from a pain in the back. This makes it the most common painful affliction next to the headache. Disc disease accounts for only five to ten percent of these.

“Lower back pain” is where you get into complicated problems. Many have chronic pain here and sometimes never are relieved from it. They go to orthopedists, physical therapists, and neurosurgeons. They receive ultrason therapy, injected medications, physical therapy, and numerous surgical procedures are done. Some wear specially fitted braces and spend a fortune on pain medications.

What’s a slipped disc? Spinal discs are cushion-like pads of cartilage that separate the vertebrae of the backbone. They act like shock absorbers. When the disc ruptures, either from accident or disease, the protruding section often puts pressure on a nerve, causing severe pain. This ruptured, protruding disc is commonly called a “slipped disc.”

About 200,000 operations are done annually to repair slipped discs at an average cost of $7,000 to $9,000. With Chymopapain, about 100,000 of these could be avoided. Dr. George T. Tindall, a neurosurgeon at Emory University School of Medicine said, “Basically it gives the patient a choice between surgery and a drug.”

Chymopapain is injected into a patient in a technique called chemonucleolysis. It lasts for about an hour. A six inch needle is inserted directly into the center of the disc and about one-third of a teaspoon of the drug is released. A 1/2 inch needle is inserted directly into the center of the disc and about one-third of a teaspoon of the drug is released. A 1/2 inch needle is inserted directly into the center of the disc and about one-third of a teaspoon of the drug is released. A 1/2 inch needle is inserted directly into the center of the disc and about one-third of a teaspoon of the drug is released.

A few seconds later, the disc begins to dissolve, taking away the pressure on the nerves.

Experience in other countries show that hospitalization after the procedure lasts from two to five days. Back surgery usually takes up to six months for full recovery. With Chymopapain, many can return to a full work schedule several months sooner without any surgery.

---

**LEARN TO FLY**

Get Your Pilot Certificate In Just 3 Months! The Best Way In The World To Learn To Fly. (Student Rates Available)

GOLD DUST FLYING SERVICE, INC.

305 Airport Road Blackjack Airport

Phone 435-2032

**Action TV and Appliance College Center**

**Rental TV/STV/DVD**

**RENT TO OWN**

**Television**

**Stereos**

**Appliances**

**Color portable TV’s as low as $19.95 per week**

**Phone 435-3444**

---

**Acquaintance: A degree of friendship called slight when it is a distinct is poor and obscure, and intimate when he is rich and famous.”**

Ambrose Bierce

---

**Take Off!**

Watch the Chanticleer for details.
The history of college sports is filled with great players, coaches, and games. The gridiron, basketball court, and baseball diamond have all furnished cherished memories for people from all walks of life, be they spectator or participant. The games we play and watch are often called microcosms of the lives we lead and the ideals and qualities we admire and practice. The athletes of past years were national heroes, emulated and idolized. Fans were supportive, not rabid, and the intrusion of professional sports had not yet reached the point to where a college sophomore had to choose between a calculus course or a million dollar contract. What's gone wrong with ourselves, our games, and our outlook on college sports in general?

There can be no doubt that past decades have had their share of collegiate athletic scandals, from the disqualification of Olympic gold medal winner Jim Thorpe for playing semi-pro baseball to the point shaving scandals of the '50s. But these events pale in comparison to the events of the past several years. The newspapers, magazines, and T.V. abound with stories of academic transcript "altering", illiterate athletes, and alumni "buying" whole teams of high school superstars. Why? Further information posted on I.M. Bulletin Boards.

Gamecocks fall in Delta overtime

JSU saw their 10 game winning streak end at the hands of Delta State Saturday in Cleveland, Miss. The fourth-ranked Gamecocks overcame a 3-point deficit with 5 seconds left to play when Sylvester Grace was fouled after scoring at the buzzer. Delta St. called 3 consecutive timeouts, but Grace sank the free throw to send the contest into overtime.

JSU, with two starters in foul trouble, controlled the tip and elected to play for a final shot or a chance at the free throw line. The Gamecocks missed their attempt and then turned the ball over with 16 seconds left. Carl Brown then hit a short jumper to give Delta St. a 65-63 win.

Sylvester Grace led the Gamecocks with 15 points and 12 rebounds. Keith McKellar hit for 15 and Robert Spurgeon had 14 for the night. James Swimney led the Statesmen with 13 points.

JSU dropped to 3-1 in conference play and 16-3 for the year while Delta St. upped their record to 16-3 overall and 1-2 in GSC play.

JSU plays at Miss. College Monday night, their second of five consecutive road games.

Wrestling team begins final season on Tuesday

The Dog defeated the Blazers to win the 3-man I. M. Basketball Tournament. The Dogs defeated KA to win the wrestling championship. Weathersby Netburners won the Women's Volleyball Championship.

Rosters Due:
Racketball (singles) Jan. 28 play begins Feb. 1
Racketball (doubles) Feb. 4 play begins Feb. 9
Softball (team) March 4 play begins March 9
Volleyball (3-member) March 11 play begins March 16

Further information posted on I.M. Bulletin Boards.

Pat Forrester Sports Editor

Supporting the Gamecocks

The regionals finals will be held Feb. 12-14, 1983, at Pembroke, N. C.

Next home match for J.S.U. is Tuesday night against Sewanee.

The Sportspage

Something smells here

We fans, whether we're alumni of the school we root for or not, are the ones that coaches and administrators must answer to. We're the ones who hire and fire those people or swamp the athletic department with irate mail about the outcome of essentially "non-life or death" games. These contests are games and the people who play and coach in them are more often than not doing it because they love what they're doing. Athletics are for the enjoyment and entertainment of participant and spectator alike. Today, a lot of that fun is ebbing for both groups. If we expect to continue having the privilege of watching and playing, we'd better learn to reshape our attitudes and expectations. The beauty and excitement of athletic competition, whether team or individual in nature, is worth the effort.
Tennis returns to action

By MIKE LIVINGSTON

The men’s JSU tennis team will soon be ready to start their spring season which begins in late February and will conclude on April 30.

Coach Steve Bailey said that this year’s men’s tennis team will be much improved from last year’s tennis team. The team returns three players from last season. The three returnees are: Tony Lundy, Chris McCallum, and Matt Holaday. Coach Bailey has several transfers and freshmen to help this year’s team. These are Ray Sahag, Steve Faulkner, Ray Hudson, Bill Radopolus and Charles Rogers.

This past fall the team had four warm-up matches and won three of the four. Coach Bailey has an extensive spring schedule that includes 18 matches and 3 tournaments.

“Last year’s team had a winning record and this season we should be able to compete in Golf South Conference.” Coach Bailey stated when asked about the team’s prospects. The coach also said that the top team in the conference should be U.T.-Martin. JSU should also be in this year’s conference race. Jacksonville will have several home meets this season and JSU students and faculty can get in on the excitement of sports by attending one or all of the tennis matches this spring.

JSU men’s 1983 tennis schedule

Feb. 28 Gadsden State Junior College Away 1:30 p.m.
March 2 Calhoun Junior College Home 1:00 p.m.
March 4 West Florida Away 1:00 p.m.
March 5 Okaloosa Walton College Away 10:00 a.m.
March 7 Carson Newman College Home 2:00 p.m.
March 8 South East Missouri Home 1:00 p.m.
March 10 Calhoun Junior College Away 1:30 p.m.
March 12 Jax State Montgomery Away 10:00 a.m.
March 18-19 Calhoun Invitational Away 10:00 a.m.
March 21 Shorter College Away 1:00 p.m.
March 22 Gadsden State Junior College Home 1:30 p.m.
March 24 Birmingham Southern Away 2:00 p.m.
March 25-26 Crimson Tide Classic Away TBA
March 28 Jefferson State Junior College Away 7:00 p.m.
March 31 Samford Home 1:00 p.m.

Action on the courts

Football staff is recruiting

By BRUCE TINKER

Jax State’s 1982 quest for the national championship ended in the semi-finals against Southwest Texas. Soon after, Coach Jim Fuller and his staff focused their attention on building a Championship caliber team. Offensive coordinator Jack White is the man in charge of recruiting for the Gamecocks. His general philosophy goes like this: “If they don’t go to Alabama or Auburn, they ought to give us a serious look.”

Many players are giving Jacksonville a serious look. JSU has built a reputation as a winning organization. Numerous appearances in the national play-offs have given the Gamecocks an opportunity to pick and choose from the top players in this area. Many of the players realize that rather than getting lost in a backup or bench warming position at Alabama or Auburn, they can come to JSU, have a good shot at playing time, and make a contribution to a championship effort, says Coach White, “With only 45 scholarships, you have to recruit more for specific needs.”

Just what are those needs and who is Jacksonville expecting to meet these? There are a couple of positions that Coach White singled out. At receiver, the Gamecocks lost Robert Bush and Hartfield-three talented pass catchers. The JSU passing attack requires that they carry about 6 good receivers to have adequate depth. Another position that needs to be strengthened is linebacker. Troy Sanders is one good returning linebacker for the Gamecocks and help is on the way. One linebacker, Alonzo Blackmon, has already been signed.

Two players from Tennessee Military Institute have also signed and are already on campus. Helping the offense next year will be Jimmy Purdue at tight end and Marty Brown, an offensive lineman. Both are expected to contribute heavily to a winning effort.

Two other dents in the Jacksonville game plan are the losses of Greg Lowery and Ed Lett. Among the people being looked at for quarterbacking potential also have punting ability. David Coffey from Enterprise is highly sought at both positions as is Eric Brooks from Huntsville. Also being sought for quarterbacking chores are David McKinney from Stevenson and Gary Walters, a 6’9” all-rounder. All four of these men were involved in the state playoffs last year. Another prospect is Neil Riddler from Piedmont. He has good speed and ability at both quarterback and defensive end.

An important facet of any recruiting program is the atmosphere of the campus at JSU. This is a definite plus. Jax State’s reputation as “The Friendliest Campus in the South” is one of the biggest reasons that southeastern athletes are drawn to and sign with the Gamecocks.

Golf is picked 5th in nation

By MIKE LIVINGSTON

Despite the fact that JSU is well known for its successful football teams, JSU is proving that it is very successful in all its varsity sports. One of these many sports that has been very successful is the JSU men’s golf team.

Last year the golf team had an outstanding season. Some of last year’s awards included a state and SE U.S. title. The team finished 7th in the nation and had an overall record of 56-8. Returning team members are Drew Campbell, Chuck Pinkard, Blake Smith, Mickie O’Reilly, Brett Rothwell and Joey Groven.

The team also includes members Steve Roach, Craig Stevens, Shafiq Ranji, John McPherson, Scott Smith, David Bright and Drew Campbell. The team is coached by Steve Bailey, who is an instructor at JSU.

This year’s team is ranked 5th in the nation by Golf World magazine, but faces stiff competition since the GSC race is expected to be a close race for Jacksonville with Troy, Tenn-Mart and Valdosta all fielding excellent teams.

“This could be the best team we have ever had at Jacksonville,” said Coach Bailey. He also added that while Troy is favored to win, JSU is ranked to finish first in the state. JSU will host the conference April 30 at Ft. McClellan.
Gamecocks are ready to run

By MIKE LIVINGSTON

The 1983 Lady Gamecocks will soon begin their 1983 indoor and outdoor track season. The season starts at Auburn on the 29th and will end with the NCAA nationals at Cape Girardeau on May 23-28.

Two of the returning Lady Gamecock members are Callie Thurman and Lorrie Silvers. Last season Callie qualified for the nationals in two relays. Her other events include the sprints and hurdles. JSU track coach Dick Bell says that Callie should have a good season this year and could qualify for nationals again. Lorrie Silvers is one of the few seniors on the team and she will be running middle distance and relays. Lorrie may also qualify for nationals this year.

In the field events, JSU has Patty Jones, a freshman, who will help the Lady Gamecocks in the shot, discus and javelin. Helen Kidd and Dawn Clardy, both freshmen, will be running the hurdles and sprints this spring. Scarlet Luuk will be running the distance events in track.

'Dogs bite JSU

By BRUCE TINKER

If you weren't in the Cock Pit last Thursday night, you really missed one good game of roundball. JSU lost the first game of the season to the Bulldogs and since that loss is the only blemish on an otherwise perfect season, the Gamecocks were hungry for revenge. It wasn't going to be easy. Alabama A&M beat the Gamecocks by a wide margin December 7th in Huntsville.

It took two minutes before either team could score with JSU breaking the deadlock and running to an 8-2 lead before A&M could call time out. The Bulldogs fought to make up that 8-point margin for the whole first half. They managed to pull within a few times but JSU held them off. The score at halftime was 42-40.

Melvin Allen opened the scoring in the second half. With the defense holding the Bulldogs pointless, JSU climed to ten points 50-40. A&M called time and returned with a scoring spree that resulted in the game being tied for the first time at 50-50 with 13:17 left to play. A few minutes later, thanks to great feeds by Allen and sparkling play by Andre King and Robert Guyton, the score was 64-61 in favor of JSU. King hit 2 foul shots at 7:01 to give the team their biggest lead 66-61.

This was a big win for the Gamecocks as they start a 5-game road trip that will see them in action against several conference foes.

'Cocks fall in overtime

JSU saw their 10 game winning streak end at the hands of Delta St. Saturday in Cleveland, Miss. The four-ranked Gamecocks overcame a 5-point deficit in the second half to beat when Sylvester Grace was fouled after scoring at the buzzer. Delta St. called 3 consecutive timeouts, but Grace sank the free throw to send the contest into overtime.

JSU, with two starters in foul trouble, controlled the tip and elected to play for a final shot or a chance at the free throw line. The Gamecocks missed their attempt and then turned the ball over with 16 seconds left. Carl Brown then hit his short jumper to give Delta St. a 55-63 win.

Sylvester Grace led the Gamecocks with 21 points. Keith McKeller hit for 15 and Robert Spurgeon had 14 for the night. Jam sSwinney led the Statesmen with 12 points.

JSU dropped to 5-1 in conference play and 16-2 for the year while Delta St. upped their record to 14-3 overall and 1-1 in GSC play.

JSU plays at Miss. College Monday night their second of five consecutive road games.

Team looks good

Baseball season nears for Abbott and team

Baseball season begins Feb. 20 at home against Tuskegee and head coach Rudy Abbott is facing a schedule loaded with playoff contenders and perennial powerhouses. Among the stronger teams are Auburn, Middle Tennessee, Birmingham Southern, and Samford, Samford, Ole Miss, Valdosta, and Middle Tennessee are all new additions to the Gamecocks' slate this year.

Coach Abbott states his objective as "being able to field a team capable of winning with sound pitching and defense against top-flight teams. Our strengths will be pitching, hitting and experience and our weaknesses are a lack of overall team speed and quickness in the infield. We play 8 teams who have won conference titles during the past three years and 4 teams which played in the NCAA playoffs during this time. Middle Tennessee and Auburn will be highlights of our non-conference schedule and we face the usual tough conference schedule.

JSU returns eight starters, among them Bruce Hamrick (SS), Jeff Hughes (3B), Charles Culberson (CF), and David Boatfield (LF). In addition, Abbott is counting on help from reserves Dion Lowe, Stan Simmons, Mark Robinson and transfers Scott Whaley, Randy Bussey and Jeff Timmons.

This is no cheap pizza.

Follow Gamecock Basketball On:

Take Offs!

Oh, sure, we could cut down on the size, use artificial cheese, skim on the items and then sell it two for one. But we just don't believe in doing business that way.

For over 20 years, we've been making the best pizza we know how, and we've been delivering it free, in 30 minutes or less. Call us, tonight.

Fast, Free Delivery
College Center
Phone: 435-8200

Limited delivery area.
Welcomes Back Students
with DISCOUNTS from
20% to 50%
“Register” to win--1 Year Membership - Drawing Jan. 21st at 8:00 p.m.
Now offering the finest, most completely equipped
olympic training facility for the body builder,
athlete or just for toning those muscles.
Call for a FREE Trial Membership 435-6871

Chaps
Chaps Continues To Welcome Back Students
w/ Chevy 6

STUDENT NIGHT
THURSDAY
'2 Cover w/ I.D.
3 for 1 Mixed Drinks
from 9:00 til 10:00
with a SPECIAL on Miller

Mon.
'1.50 Bourbon
& Vodka Drinks

NEXT WEEK
Tues.
Student Beer Nite
25' Draft
All Nite

Wed.
Ladies’ Nite
from 8 -9
All You Can Drink For '1.00
1.00 Cover For Men

Phone 435-6871

Phone 435-5734